
Charisma

Consummately luxurious. Travel without compromises. MotorhoMes  out  of  pass ion



Exclusive travel - freshly defined.
often copied, never equalled. Charisma sets the benchmark yet again. Every range of models of this 
modern classic has revolutionised motorhome construction. Again and again and again. Now is the 
time to define the standard afresh. And once again to demonstrate what makes a modern motorhome 
stand out from the crowd: forward-looking design, intelligent technology, and comfort without compromise. 
Simply everything for an incomparably pleasant journey. Enjoy a completely fresh experience of originality. 
The Charisma. Inimitable.

Concorde. passion from tradition. Constant innovation, technical craft and the perpetual pursuit of 
perfection make Concorde what it is: the market leader in the premium motorhome segment. Since 
1981 we have been designing, developing and crafting products at the highest level. With a passion 
that results in the manufacture of absolutely top-quality products. With us there is only one choice: 
we give you nothing but the best. 
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Concorde Charisma
traditionally innovative. Each Charisma was ahead of its time. Now we are setting another milestone in the history 
of the development of the premium motorhome. For the third generation of the completely re-engineered 
Charisma is also a trend-setter: It combines concepts from previous ranges with trail-blazing new features. This 
Charisma once again sets itself apart through tried and tested features such as the chassis developed for Concorde. 
To this are added revolutionary improvements, which we now present to you. Evolution meets revolution. Experience 
a new chapter in the Concorde Living Concept.

elegance is expressed in a clear language of design. The Charisma is the first motorhome in the new progressive 
Concorde Design. We have given its exterior a radical facelift. The expressive look with the friendly radiator grill 
and halogen lamps including standard daytime running lights makes the Charisma unmistakeable. And irresistible.

Charisma



Freedom is seen 
in a completely different light.
a sensational highlight. Do you recall how wonderful your first camping experience 
was? Do you remember that unbelievable feeling of freedom and adventure? How 
happy we were as we gazed up at the clear starlit sky!

Experience a familiar feeling in a sensational new way. For we are giving you back a 
little of that camping joy: In the Charisma you will enjoy the premiere performance 
of the huge optional Concorde panoramic roof window! When you sit over a glass 
of wine in your Charisma, the stars will be twinkling above you - and you will be able 
to look up at them. Let light into your motorhome all day long - you will be amazed 
by the luminescent colours of natural light without artificial lighting. Thanks to 
thermal insulation and total winter proofing you can enjoy it even in the coldest 
season.

Charisma
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The living space is 
extremely generous.
the living space. Relax in a luxurious living environment, typical of 
a Concorde Premium Motorhome. Generously proportioned, appointed 
with high-quality furnishings, tremendously comfortable. The driver 
and passenger seats are of course perfectly integrated into the living 
space - for even more space while travelling. Here and throughout 
the motorhome indirect lighting provides pleasant light.

The impression of generosity of space is enhanced by the Concorde 
One Level Concept with a continuous floor - no steps anywhere 
between the cockpit and the bedroom.

Charisma



Functionality makes 
light of cooking.
the kitchen. We make cooking real fun: In the spacious kitchen 
you will conjure up tasty dishes for the table. Pull-out cupboard 
units, which pull right out, give plenty of storage room. The 
consistently high quality kitchen fittings are ergonomically and 
intelligently integrated. Microwave, three-burner cooker, a roomy 
refrigerator and the robust work surfaces may not turn everyone 
into a master chef. But you will nonetheless be cooking in a master 
chef’s kitchen. 

Charisma
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Relaxation is a question 
of quality.
the bathroom. Start the day in a wellness oasis. The tastefully fitted 
bathroom extends across the entire width of the Charisma and gives a 
completely new feeling of spaciousness. Enjoy the high quality facilities 
with stainless steel fittings from Hans Grohe and the surfaces, wash 
hand basin and shower basin made of genuine reconstituted stone. In 
addition, thanks to the standard 380 litre water tank, you will be able to 
remain for long periods independent of external water supplies. And you 
can not only have a relaxing shower, but you can take your time over it.

Charisma
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Even in sleep we recognise comfort.
the bedroom. Welcome to the comfort of the fairy tale bedroom. The high quality Concorde bed 
system with de-luxe mattress and firm box springs is so comfortable that you just won’t want to get 
out of bed. The generous size of the beds and storage spaces is another breath-taking feature. In this 
motorhome you will think yourself in a five star suite.

Charisma
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A choice of 
two fine woods - an 
imposing entrance.
the design concept. In the Charisma we offer you for the first 
time two totally different design concepts. Completely novel 
experiences in the space and living space, absolutely to your taste: 
Choose either a progressive layout in friendly teak or classic furnishing 
in fine wenge wood. The furniture is of course laboriously crafted 
by our own cabinet makers from high quality real commercial 
standard design flooring.

Charisma



Space for your ideas.
the storage spaces. The Charisma captivates you with its well 
thought out storage spaces. Throughout the motorhome there are 
numerous ceiling, hanging and base cabinets offering plenty of 
space for everyday things. Especially cunning: a large integral 
drawer for your shoes right in the entrance area. Bulky items can 
be comfortably stored in the huge rear garage and in the loading 
space in the double floor, which can be accessed from either side.

Charisma
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The ingenuity of simple solutions.
the user-friendliness. This is the determining element in the completely new design of the 
driver’s cabin. The leather-covered instrument panel, with round instruments, practical freezer 
unit and Concorde analogue clock not only looks sophisticated, it is also very clearly laid out. 
Centrally positioned and therefore easy to see and to use for driver and passenger alike: radio 
and route guidance system. 

Charisma
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The ingenuity of 
simple solutions.
the electronics. Another re-designed feature is the 
Charisma’s power supply. It is provided via two cable 
harnesses which are totally separated from each 
other (12 V and 230 V), which only come together 
again in individual electrical assemblies. Therefore the 
efficient vehicle power circuit resembles the wiring in 
a domestic house circuit. All the electronics can be 
controlled easily via the accessible central control 
assembly. 

Charisma
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Creativity for an even more 
comfortable journey.
the art of the engineer. We have provided the Charisma with a completely 
re-designed driver’s cab. Framework and seat are now uncoupled from 
each other. Our final design is thus not only 50% lighter than that of 
Iveco. The compact construction provides for a better seating position 
and a better view of the road while driving. This means that your holiday 
gets off to a relaxed start even on the road.

Driver and passenger travel in an especially pleasant climate. This is 
provided by an under floor heating system which extends right up to the 
front of the driver’s cabin, heaters in the front and the patented heated 
aluminium front roller blinds.

Charisma
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Technology creates 
a pleasant atmosphere.
the climate concept. Another trend-setter is the unique Concorde climate 
concept: The windscreen with special UV filtration, lift gates without a thermal 
bridge and similar side flaps with thermal separation as well as the double 
zone under floor heating create an excellent indoor climate. Throughout the 
motorhome three temperature zones can be regulated independently of each 
other. And so that you have the best possible protection from outside influences, 
we have once more improved the insulation. This of course also increases the 
sound insulation in the Charisma.

Charisma
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Charisma 3 850 L

Charisma 3 920 G

Charisma 3 900 M
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Flexibility appears in 
all sorts of guises.
the floor plans. Select the room layout which suits 
your needs. Three floor plans with two different rear 
bed versions are currently available. They always include: 
plenty of free space for your ideas.

Charisma



Inspiration shows 
in the interior design.
Combinations of materials. Select from various combinations of 
leather, textile, and microfiber. All materials were manufactured 
by select workshops in accordance with Concorde’s strict quality 
requirements. Thanks to the large selection, you’re able to have 
interior furnishings reflect your personal style. And regardless of 
the choice you make: All upholstery matches exceptionally well 
with the furniture decor in your Concorde motorhome.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact 
your Concorde dealer.
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Our drive for 
your passion.
the essence of mobile travel. Products can only be as good as 
the people who make them. We wouldn’t have been able to design 
and build ever more innovative premium motorhomes over the 
past 30 years without excellent employees in all business units. 
All of them work together to create unbelievably beautiful vehicles 
that meet your demands for comfortable motorhomes of the highest 
quality. Always in the pursuit of perfection, with never-waning 
gratification, enthusiasm, and inspiration. This is because they share 
a passion for motorhomes. And this is what we share with you.

Passion
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All information and drawings apply to Concorde motorhomes built beginning in August 2011. Model programme, technical data, and features may vary from country to country. Design implementation 
is based on German roadway and vehicle-registration regulations (Straßenverkehrsordnung, StVO; Straßenverkehrs-Zulassungs-Ordnung, StVZO). We reserve the right to make changes, including without 
prior notification. Your Concorde dealer will be glad to provide you with current information. Please note that some vehicles are depicted with optional features that may deviate from standard packages.

Concorde reisemobile Gmbh 
Concorde-Straße 2-4, 96132 Schlüsselfeld-Aschbach 

Phone +49 95 55 / 92 25–0, Fax +49 95 55 / 92 25–44 
www.concorde.eu, www.concorde-emotion.de 

email: info@concorde.eu

MotorhoMes  out  of  pass ion


